
Keeping MedicAlert members even safer

The Safe and Found programme supports people living with dementia,
Alzheimer's and other cognitive or memory loss conditions, to provide a
quick and safe return home. 

 Internationally recognised ID symbol
 24/7 worldwide emergency helpline
 Large choice of medical IDs
 Registered nurse checks
 Advocacy function so loved ones can help manage your record
 NHS recommended

MedicAlert membership costs less than 10p per day; this gives you 24/7 emergency support
and peace of mind.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
THE SAFE AND FOUND
PROGRAMME
medicalert.org.uk/safe-and-found

SCAN ME

IN AN EMERGENCY, WHEN YOU CAN'T SPEAK, WE CAN.

It is estimated that 6 out of 10 people living with dementia will wander or walk with purpose at
least once. Planning ahead is the key to saving lives. Searchers use the information provided by
you when you join MedicAlert’s Safe & Found Programme to assist their search efforts.

“So happy to get my MedicAlert bracelet & Wallet Card with my medical conditions and
emergency contact details on today. It’s taken a lot of worry off my mind now” 

Tommy Dunne MBE - Living with dementia

In partnership with the Thames Valley Police, MedicAlert is proud to announce 
the national Safe and Found programme.

Are you or a loved one living with dementia?



Wherever you go...
we'll be with you
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All members can store their Herbert Protocol, the form used by the police nationally to narrow
down the search for a missing individual. By holding this on your MedicAlert record, police can
access your vital information without delay.  

Search efforts can be focused efficiently, based on an understanding of who they are looking for,
what you have done previously and what you may be likely to do.

Completed by yourself or one of your carers, the Herbert Protocol provides peace of mind to your
loved ones, as they do not need to remember vital details when under stress.

The Herbert Protocol

How does MedicAlert work?
All MedicAlert members wear a medical ID, engraved with the most vital information. In an
emergency, their full digital record can also be provided, to aid care decisions. 

When a person is missing...
they may be unable to recall

vital information or they
cannot be located.

 

The ID is the key...
providing crucial medical
and personal details and

pointing to the full record.

Speed saves lives...
to get them home faster or
receive the right treatment

for their conditions.
 

The full record...
is just a phone call away,

24/7, including their
Herbert Protocol.

 

medicalert.org.uk/safe-and-found enquiries@medicalert.org.uk 01908 951045


